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1. MAX-OUT YOUR 401K AT WORK.

You want to move to the next level? You must start with your retirement 
fund. You cannot move to the next level and only be meeting your 
employer’s retirement fund match. It’s simply not possible. Your goal is 
the meet the government’s retirement cap, which for 2016 is $18,000 for 
individuals. Which means if you are in a household with two working 
adults, you could put away $36,000 a year. If you are over 50 years old, 
the “catch up” rule allows each individual to put away $24,000 a year. 
This is absolutely the best way to build wealth for retirement.
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2.  AUTOMATE INVESTING AND THEN 
SWEEP SURPLUS AT THE END OF THE 

MONTH.

What do wealthy people do? They invest for the future. And I’m not 
talking about a retirement fund. In order to build true wealth, you’ll have 
to jump into the stock market. I highly recommend hiring a financial 
advisor, but if you are just getting started robo-advisors have a lot of 
great features. The easiest way to keep investing a priority is to set up 
an automatic withdrawal. Take the choice out of it, make it an absolute. 
I also highly recommend completely clearing your checking account at 
the end of a pay period, or at the end of each month. Whatever is left, 
invest it. No exceptions. 
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3. USE A 15 YEAR MORTGAGE TO STOP 
WASTING MONEY ON MORTGAGE 

INTEREST.
 
Your mortgage is a tool. When you have a 30 year mortgage you don’t 
allow your mortgage to move you forward. To build wealth you need to 
pay off your mortgage sooner rather than later. Which means you need 
a 15-year mortgage. Image what you could do without a mortgage. A life 
without a mortgage is the foundation of a wealthy person. The first step 
of any wealth-building plan is to pay off your mortgage as quickly as 
possible. A 15-year mortgage keeps you accountable to this goal. 
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For more information 
visit petetheplanner.com.

Get your financial house in order today. Pick your decade and get started.

Your Money Life books are available at shop.petetheplanner.com or at the following retailers


